How to Include Measurable and Relevant Goals in Your Plans for
Remote Learning Worksheet
Strategic Plan Goal
Every student receives a
high-quality and
equitable education
with intent to raise rigor
and is personalized to
meet his or her learning
needs

Remote Learning
Objectives

Metrics

Data Collection

Action Plan

Do you need to make
modifications to
accommodate for
remote learning? If so,
what are they?

What defines success. If
things are going well, what
will the data show?

Where can you gather the
data to measure results?
Who are your key
stakeholders? Who will review
the metrics to analyze for
feedback? Who will you solicit
experiential feedback from?

Consider timeline or opportunities
where transition and change can
occur (at each term, during long
breaks, etc.) Weigh risks v. benefits
of any changes to be made with
admin team first. Most importantly,
communicate results and decisions
for change to your community.

Remote MTSS
instructional strategies
and tools used to ensure
personalization, such as
Achieve3000 Literacy,
Actively Learn and
Achieve3000 Math

Set minimum standards for
usage of online tools

Education technology is a
data-rich resource. Identify
the reports you will want to
use on a regular basis.

Review the reports to gain insight
into teacher and student usage of
online tools as well as student growth
and performance every week.

Set minimum standards for
synchronous online
instruction
Use Lexiles, Quantiles, or
other formative assessment
measures to evaluate
students’ growth and
achievement

Content specific
approved digital
curriculum/resources
and vendor list

Students in need of
intervention will spend 2
hours per week utilizing
online learning resources
with targeted instructional
scaffolds

Share relevant data with staff
through weekly faculty newsletter
and monthly team meetings.
Make adjustments as needed at the
start of each new marking period.
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